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1. SUMMARY 

The priming effects of music on wine and food perception have been widely researched, 

and recent studies demonstrate that people can intuitively associate certain music 

pieces with certain wine styles in forced-choice conditions. There are limited studies on 

the effect of music on sparkling wine, with none focusing on champagne. Experimental 

tastings were conducted to test the effect of classical music pieces with specific 

parameter and character attribute combinations, on the tasting experience and sensory 

perception of a Brut non-vintage champagne. A significant effect on matching and 

enjoyment was found when tasting with the classical music compared to silence. 

Furthermore, there was evidence that particular musical parameter and character 

attribute combinations had some influence on the perception of certain sensory 

characteristics and of the champagne itself, highlighting the potential impact of music on 

consumers' enjoyment and experience of wine. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

“... what people taste when evaluating a wine, not to mention how much they enjoy the 

experience, can be influenced by the specifics of any music that happens to be 

playing ...” (Spence and Wang 2015c, p.1)  

 

Wine writers sometimes reference music to describe wines or the tasting experience. 

The tendency to make such cross-sensory connections has led to scientific research 

exploring crossmodal correspondences1 between them (Spence and Parise 2012). 

Studies demonstrate that people can match/pair specific music pieces with specific wine 

styles with some reliability in forced-choice conditions2 (Spence and Wang 2015a). 

Research also shows certain musical parameters can be associated with certain 

sensory characteristics (Crisinel and Spence 2012). These parameters are pitch, tempo, 

harmony (the combination of notes creating a certain sound), timbre (sound character), 

articulation (how smoothly or percussively notes are played), and rhythm. Additionally, 

studies indicate that music can have emotional priming effects on wine perception, in 

that music character (e.g. calm-exciting, gentle-powerful) may highlight corresponding 

attributes in the wine (North 2012). If music has an effect on wine perception and 

enjoyment, this has important implications for music in terms of wine presentation. 

 

Research on how music may alter sparkling wine perception is limited (Carvalho et al. 

2017). The current study targets champagne, a global wine category leading the 

sparkling wine market by value at €4.9bn with €2.9bn exported (Woodard 2019). As 

 
1 Crossmodal correspondences: the tendency to make associations between the distinct attributes 
and features of one sensory modality (e.g. sound) with those of another (e.g. taste).   
2 Forced-choice conditions: wherein the participant is required to make a choice between a finite 
number of alternatives. 
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champagne production is 80% non-vintage (Button 2019) and Brut non-vintage 

comprises 80% of champagne sales (Shaw 2018), a focus on this style has commercial 

relevance. Champagne and classical music share associations with luxury and prestige 

(Stone 1983; Santala 2016). Therefore, the exploration of correspondences between a 

Brut non-vintage champagne and classical music presents an opportunity to better 

understand the possible impact of music on consumers' experience of champagne. 

 

This paper will explore the extent to which a range of classical music pieces and their 

particular parameter and character combinations affects the tasting experience and 

sensory perception of a Brut non-vintage champagne, and whether consensus on 

matching within a sample of consumers is reached. Specifically:  

● Does classical music and its parameters and character affect consumers' 

perception and enjoyment of a Brut non-vintage champagne?  

● Do consumers find that certain classical music pieces better match a Brut non-

vintage champagne than others? 

● Does classical music and its parameters and character influence the perception 

of the sensory characteristics of a Brut non-vintage champagne? 

 

It is hoped that the findings encourage discussion regarding the use of music in 

champagne presentation and provide further insight into the role of music in shaping 

consumers' experience of wine. 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The priming effect of music is widely recognized (Elvers and Steffens 2017; Tay and Ng 

2019) although its underlying mechanisms and extent of influence are unclear (Verrusio 

et al. 2015). Research has also addressed the role of priming in wine and food (Spence 

2017), showing that preconceptions can alter perception whether consciously or 

unconsciously. Spence and Wang (2015b) examined this in the context of wine, finding 

that music can influence the tasting experience and that it may change sensory 

perception. Limited studies in this field have included sparkling wine. 

3.1. Wine-Music Associations: Underlying Mechanisms 

Wine writers may invoke music when describing wine or the tasting experience. The 

taster may name a musical genre or piece as a superlative pairing, such as Clark 

Smith’s recommendation of Celtic jazz for Beaujolais Nouveau (2011). It has been 

argued that such associations are idiosyncratic and therefore may not convey objective 

information about a wine's character (Tefler 2002; Jones 2012).  

 

Possible underlying mechanisms for the tendency to draw associations between wine 

and music have been widely studied (Spence 2020). A suggested mechanism is 

synaesthesia, a neurological condition whereupon some people viscerally experience 

tastes when hearing particular auditory stimuli (Sachse-Weinert 2014). While true 

synaesthetes do exist, they comprise a very small minority of the population and 

therefore it is unlikely that synaesthesia accounts for the vast majority of intuitive wine-

music matches (Simner et al. 2010). Notably, a growing body of research presents 

evidence of wine-music crossmodal correspondences with greater consistency across 

the general population (Deroy and Spence 2013; Spence 2020). Furthermore, research 
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demonstrates that these associations occur without the sensory concurrency of true 

synaesthesia (Ward 2013). 

 

Tefler (2002) argues it is unclear that taste and music share similarities. As Spence and 

Wang (2015a) posit, making a distinction between structural similarity and perceptual 

similarity (correspondences), may yield further clues. Increasing numbers of studies on 

crossmodal correspondences show evidence of consistency within various groups of 

individuals on taste-music matching (Knöferle and Spence 2012). Research has found 

that, in forced-choice conditions, people can rate specific musical pieces as matching a 

specific wine better than others, and that wine perception may be altered when music is 

played (Spence and Wang 2015b). This effect has been shown across wine experts and 

non-experts (Crawshaw 2012; Spence 2020). Additionally, these associations show 

some uniformity when mapped across widely divergent musical cultures3 (Knöferle et al. 

2015). Thus, while the exact underlying mechanisms of wine-music associations are 

debated, the growing body of research demonstrating evidence of crossmodal 

correspondences presents a meaningful path of pursuit.  

 

Few such studies have included sparkling wines. The exploration of possible intuitive 

associations between wine and music styles not yet comprehensively studied can 

further test the occurrence and extent of such correspondences. 

3.2. Musical Parameters 

The effect of auditory stimuli (any stimulus capable of eliciting auditory sensation) on 

taste perception has been broadly studied (Spence 2020). Research demonstrates that 

 
3 Musical cultures: musical genres and styles as influenced by the culture and social aspects of the 
people who make that music. 
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people can intuitively match tastes with individual musical attributes, e.g. acidity with 

high pitch (Bronner et al. 2012). Studies have explored the effect of isolated musical 

parameters on sensory perception by testing pitch matching with flavours through single 

notes played at varying frequencies (Crisinel and Spence 2009), matching tastes with 

timbre via identical notes played by different instruments (Crisinel and Spence 2012), 

among others. Considerable consistency was found among associations across 

participants within these studies. While these studies focused on specific attributes e.g. 

taste-pitch, taken together, the body of knowledge provides promising evidence for 

crossmodal correspondences between musical parameters and taste perception. 

 

Musical parameter combinations meant to highlight certain taste attributes can influence 

food and wine perception (Knöferle et al. 2015). Carvalho et al. (2017) supports this 

wherein participants reported chocolate as tasting creamier and sweeter with 

soundtracks featuring smooth articulation and full timbre and less so compared to 

soundtracks with dynamic articulation and sharp timbre. Burzynska (2018) corroborates 

similar crossmodal correspondences for wine: participants perceived sparkling wine as 

crisp and effervescent with soundtracks featuring high pitch, sharp timbre, and dynamic 

articulation but richer and fuller with soundtracks exhibiting lower pitch, full timbre, and 

smooth articulation. While it is unclear whether physiological taste perception shifting 

occurs or if the effect is cognitive (Höchenberger and Ohla 2018), overall research 

demonstrates that participants' perception ratings trended towards the corresponding 

sound parameter combinations (Spence 2020).  

 

The extent of musical parameters' effects on flavour/taste perception are yet unclear. 

For example, Bronner et al. (2012) showed that rhythm in isolation was associated with 
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different tastes (syncopated/off-beat with citrus, and even/on-beat with vanilla). 

However, studies testing musical parameter combinations found that pitch, tempo, 

timbre, and articulation affected flavour perception (Spence et al. 2013; Spence 2017) 

while rhythm did not. This could be because hearing musical parameters in isolation 

versus in a combination, as occurs in music, affects perception differently (Fiegel 2013). 

Additional research using varying parameter combinations may further illuminate their 

effects on taste perception. 

 

Few studies exploring musical parameter influences on taste perception and enjoyment 

have incorporated sparkling wine. Burzynska (2018) found that soundtracks featuring 

fast tempo, high pitch, sharp timbre, and dynamic articulation heightened acidity and 

effervescence perception in sparkling wine. Spence et al. (2014) found that a classical 

composition with brisk tempo, high pitch and dynamic articulation was preferred over a 

slower piece with smooth articulation for Taittinger Brut Réserve in matching exercises. 

Although Spence and Wang (2015a) hypothesized that high-pitched, dynamic music 

“strongly reminiscent of Champagne" (p.7) could be associated with high effervescence 

and acidity/crispness, informal assessments at wine events did not yield consensus, 

presenting an opportunity to further investigate the effects of different parameter 

combinations on sparkling wine. 

3.3. Music Character 

A musical composition's particular set of parameters create its overall feel, or character 

(Kostka and Payne 2004). Music is widely understood as having emotional impact 

(Arjmand et al. 2017). Common emotion evaluations were found to help explain sound-

odour (Levitan et al. 2015) and sound-taste correspondences (Wang et al. 2015, 2016). 
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Wang and Spence (2017) explored emotional associations between classical music and 

red wines, finding evidence that musical arousal (excitement) and dominance 

(powerfulness) ratings predicted matching ratings. That is, music character influenced a 

piece's perceived suitability to a particular wine and its enjoyment. Thus, wine-music 

associations may have some basis, at least in part, in common emotional associations 

(Wang and Spence 2017).  

 

Additionally, North (2012) found that "participants appeared to perceive the taste of the 

wine in a manner consistent with the connotations of the music" (p.298), wherein the 

pieces' arousal and dominance levels (e.g. 'powerful/heavy', 'mellow/soft') were 

reflected in participants' wine assessments. Burzynska found similar effects of music 

character on wine perception in her wine-music pairing workshops (Sebag-Montefiore 

2017). As Spence and Deroy (2013) point out, there is scant evidence for physiological 

taste shifts occurring as a result of hearing music. Rather, North (2012) attributes his 

findings to music's emotional connotations, wherein music may prime the perception of 

shared characteristic(s) in wine. 

 

Music complexity4 effects on taste perception are less clear. To date there is little 

evidence that it influences gustatory experiences (Spence 2017). Many researchers 

consider wine complexity critical to understanding consumer wine perception (Yang and 

Lee 2020), yet few studies have investigated music complexity effects on wine 

perception (Spence and Wang 2015c). Wang and Spence (2015) found no such effect, 

although the wines tasted were simple and complexity effects might be observed in 

 
4 Music complexity: the level of variation within the music, e.g. instrumentation, harmonies, textures, 
timbres, tempi, dynamics, rhythms. Generally, the higher the variation, the higher the complexity and 
emotional response induced in listeners (Arjmand et al. 2017). 
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more complex wines. Further testing with different wine styles could help ascertain 

whether music complexity has any impact on wine perception. 

 

Limited studies exist for music character influences on wine, with none focusing on 

sparkling wine. Research investigating music character attributes on sparkling wine may 

further illuminate the extent of music's emotional priming effect on wine perception. 

3.4. Music Presence During Tasting 

There is broad understanding that auditory stimuli can alter the gustatory experience 

(Spence 2017). While Peynaud (1987) suggests that professional wine tasting occur in 

silence, regular consumers may enjoy wine in social settings where music is played. 

Studies exploring wine-music crossmodal correspondences demonstrate that music 

appears to positively affect tasting enjoyment, compared to silence (Spence 2020). 

 

Additionally, sensory perception may be altered in the presence of sounds or music. 

Burzynska et al. (2019) reported perception of Pinot Noir as significantly fuller-bodied 

when tasted with a low-frequency tone than in silence. Spence et al. (2013) found a 

Pouilly-Fumé was perceived as less acidic and significantly more enjoyable when tasted 

with matching music, compared to silence. Wang et al. (2019) presented evidence that 

oaked wines tasted with congruent5 soundtracks were rated significantly fruitier and 

smoother compared to silence, but no effect was found for spiciness.  

 

These findings showed that while higher matching/enjoyment ratings and increased 

perception of desired sensory characteristics could be partly attributable to the presence 

 
5 Congruent: meant to match the wines being tasted. 
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of music, the underlying factors are unclear (Wang et al. 2019). Whether particular 

sensory characteristics are more or less affected by the presence of music is also 

uncertain. It is furthermore difficult to ascertain whether these results would be 

replicable in 'natural' settings (e.g. restaurant), as experimental/laboratory settings may 

cause higher awareness of music or lack thereof (Chen et al. 2013). Nonetheless, there 

are important implications for wine presentation if music generally enhances the tasting 

experience, making this subject ripe for further research. No published studies have 

focused on the impact of music compared to silence on sparkling wine enjoyment. 

3.5. Champagne and Classical Music 

Research suggests that classical music and fine wine share affinities. Areni and Kim 

(1993) found that consumers selected more expensive wines in a retail setting when 

classical music played in the background, than with Top-40 music. Wang and Spence 

(2017) observed that individual classical music pieces exhibiting particular parameter 

and character combinations were each matched to a distinct fine red wine style. 

Participants similarly associated specific classical music pieces with distinct fine French 

wines, in forced-choice conditions (Spence et al. 2013). Despite limited scientific studies 

on classical music-wine correspondences, their findings build upon associations 

identified in other wine-music combinations and present an opportunity for further 

research. 

 

As champagne is traditionally regarded as a fine wine (Atkin 2018) and classical music 

and champagne are associated with sophistication and luxury (Stone 1983; Santala 

2016), focusing on possible associations between them may yield important information 

on consumer perception and enjoyment of champagne. Furthermore, classical music 
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enthusiasts have higher average household incomes compared to those who listen 

primarily to other genres (Brown et al. 2002; Voss et al. 2016; TDAmeritrade 2018) and 

may be of interest to producers, retailers, and restaurateurs as potential champagne 

consumers. Thus, research on associations between champagne and classical music 

has commercial relevance and would be well-served by further exploration. 

4. METHODOLOGY  

Eight experimental tastings were conducted in December 2019 with 71 volunteer 

participants, to examine the effect of classical music on tasters' perception of a Brut 

non-vintage champagne. Two pilot studies were conducted in November (N=15), 

resulting in fine-tuning of the methodology. 

 

The experiment and analysis were designed to test the following hypotheses resulting 

from the literature review, to explore the research questions presented in Section 2: 

 

HYPOTHESIS 1: The individual musical selections differentially influence wine6 liking 

during tasting. 

 

HYPOTHESIS 2: Wine liking differs when music is played compared to when no music 

is played. 

 

HYPOTHESIS 3: There is consensus among participants for music-wine matches.  

 

 
6‘The wine: the one Brut non-vintage champagne selected for this research experiment. 
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HYPOTHESIS 4: Matching preference/enjoyment differs when music is played 

compared to when no music is played. 

 

HYPOTHESIS 5: The individual musical selections differentially influence wine sensory 

perception. 

 

HYPOTHESIS 6: Wine sensory perception differs when music is played compared to 

when no music is played. 

 

HYPOTHESIS 7: Wine character7 perception differs between the individual musical 

selections, and across the sound conditions8. 

 

As the literature review indicated limited studies on music and sparkling wine and the 

importance of champagne as a wine category — in particular the Brut non-vintage style 

— a representative Brut non-vintage champagne was selected for the research. 

Sensory researchers Janet Williams MS and Qian Janice Wang PhD (2019, pers. 

comm.) agreed that one wine tested against different musical selections would yield 

stronger data by mitigating potential variance and bias by confounding variables. This, 

however, reduces the research generalisability. Future research with different 

champagne samples would be needed to ascertain results applicability to this wine 

style. Also, given shared associations of luxury and prestige between classical music 

and champagne per the literature review, pieces from this musical genre were selected 

for the research.  

 
7 Wine character ratings include arousal and dominance; wine complexity was included in wine 
sensory characteristics.  
8 In this experiment, sound conditions refer to the four musical selections and no music. 
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4.1. Materials 

4.1.1. Champagne and Glassware 

To maximise commercial relevance of the results, a globally distributed Brut non-vintage 

champagne deemed most representative of its category showing crisp acid, linearity 

and clarity with a degree of richness, was sought for the research. The researcher 

examined a range of Brut non-vintage champagne profiles and compiled a shortlist of 

seven producers in consultation with two champagne specialists9. The researcher 

purchased at minimum three bottles of each wine from retail stores and tasted them 

throughout October 2019 to confirm style and consistency. The researcher consulted 

three Masters of Wine and two WSET Diploma graduates familiar with the Brut NV 

champagnes assessed, wherein producer profiles and the researcher's tasting notes 

were discussed. Final selection was made based on the champagne deemed best 

fulfilling the specification given above. 

 

Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin Yellow Label Brut Non-Vintage was selected as best 

representative of the category (see Appendix 1 for wine details). Its proven consistency 

(Hancock 2019), wide distribution and brand recognition (Waterworth 2020) were also 

critical factors, as were availability and pricing. The researcher purchased all bottles, 

which originated from the same lot number.  

 

The researcher tasted the selected champagne in three different glasses10, with the 

Riedel Restaurant Champagne glass being chosen as the best option for aroma capture 

and bubble retention. (Bubbles have been shown to potentiate wine aromas (Liger-

 
9 Charles Curtis MW, New York, USA; Gary Westby, K&L Wine Merchants, California, USA.  
10 ISO and Riedel Vivant White Wine glasses were the other two types tested. 
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Belair 2004)). This choice was supported by the aforementioned champagne 

specialists, after discussion of researcher findings. 

 

One session used Crate & Barrel Viv Red Wine glasses for logistical reasons, with no 

statistically significant differences found between responses from this session and all 

others. 

4.1.2. Classical Music 

Classical music pieces exhibiting a breadth of musical parameter and character 

combinations best suited to answer the research questions were targeted. The 

researcher created a shortlist of ten pieces with different combinations of parameters 

and character attributes representing established sound-taste and sound-perception 

associations per the literature review. As the literature review found that complexity, 

arousal and dominance were previously explored in music-wine perception research, 

these attributes were also considered. 

 

Shortlisted pieces were assessed with two classically trained music professors11 to 

confirm the parameters and character attributes of all pieces, and whether each piece 

provided a different combination of these attributes. The researcher made final 

selections in consultation with these music professors, who agreed that the chosen 

pieces best suited the research aims by each providing different parameter and 

character combinations. 

 

 
11 Dr Robert Hartwell MA, EdD, Professor of Music, Foothill College, California, USA; Dr Michael 
Schmitz DMA, Professor of Music, Notre Dame de Namur University, California, USA. 
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Four pieces were selected as the minimum required to maximize coverage of arousal-

dominance and complexity levels with parameter combinations to test for associations 

with champagne's sensory characteristics: effervescence, fruitiness, acidity, richness, 

complexity (Cobb 2009). Additionally, this number was optimum to keep experiment 

sessions within one hour due to venue and participant logistics. 

 

All pieces have consonant (pleasant) harmonies. Pieces with dissonant 

(unpleasant/jarring) harmonies were eschewed given associations with sourness 

(Bronner et al. 2012), which was not tested in this study. Rhythm was not highly 

considered as previous research has not determined it influential in wine-music 

crossmodal correspondences, per the literature review. For consistency, all pieces 

chosen exhibit major tonality12; tonality contrasts were not sought as emotional valence 

(happy-sad) testing was outside the research scope. Finally, the goal was to test 

classical music pieces selected for their particular parameter and character 

combinations, not stylistic differences between historical Western classical music eras13 

or distinct structural styles. 

 

The pieces are listed below, with projected wine perception based on crossmodal 

sound-taste/sound-perception research by Crisinel and Spence (2010, 2012), Mesz et 

al. (2011), Bronner et al. (2012), North (2012), Spence and Wang (2015a), Burzynska 

(2018), Burzynska et al. (2019). See Appendix 2 for musical recording details. 

 

 

 
12 Tonality: wherein melodies and harmonies are based on notes from a particular scale, usually major 
(generally associated with 'happy' emotions) or minor (associated with 'sad' emotions). 
13 Major western classical music eras: Baroque, Classical, Romantic, Modernist, Contemporary. 
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Johannes Brahms: Violin Concerto: Movement 3, Allegro giocoso, ma non troppo 

• Fast tempo, high pitch, sharp timbre, dynamic articulation 

• High arousal/high dominance: forceful, passionate; high volume 

• Virtuosic, bold violin solo over orchestra; complex harmonies 

• Projected wine perception: effervescent, crisp, rich, complex, exciting, powerful  

 

Claude Debussy: Danses Sacrée et Profane: Danse Profane 

• Slow tempo, moderate pitch, bright timbre, dynamic articulation 

• Low arousal/low dominance: gentle, meandering; low volume 

• Plucked harp solo over strings 

• Projected wine perception: effervescent, crisp, fruity, calm  

 

Modest Mussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition: Promenade 

• Slow tempo, low pitch, rounded timbre, smooth articulation 

• Low arousal/high dominance: stately, bold; high volume 

• Sonorous brass chorus over strings; complex harmonies 

• Projected wine perception: rich, fruity, complex, powerful  

 

Camille Saint-Saëns: Carnival of the Animals: XIV – Finale 

• Fast tempo, high pitch, sharp timbre, dynamic articulation 

• High arousal/low dominance: light, playful; moderate volume 

• Ebullient, virtuosic piano solo over orchestra 

• Projected wine perception: effervescent, crisp, exciting, light/buoyant  
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These pieces were chosen in part as well-suited to testing whether parameters of high 

pitch, fast tempo, bright/sharp timbre, and accentuated/dynamic articulation heighten 

effervescence and acidity/crispness perception, and whether lower pitch, slow tempo, 

full timbre, and smooth articulation might elicit greater richness and fruitiness perception 

in the champagne. As commercially available champagne styles range from crisp to 

rich, each piece was selected to assess whether its specific parameter combination 

might prime these sensory characteristics to a greater or lesser degree in the selected 

wine. Varying complexity levels were represented, to investigate any music effects on 

wine complexity perception. The pieces were also chosen for contrasting arousal and 

dominance levels to examine whether music character might affect perceived wine 

character. 

4.1.3. Audio System 

The Apple HomePod smart speaker was selected for its high-quality fidelity. Its 20mm 

motor-driven bass enables clear sound from low to high volume levels (Kershaw 2018). 

This is critical for classical music recordings, which often exhibit contrasting volumes 

and structural subtleties. The HomePod is portable and spatially aware, automatically 

tuning to the size and acoustic context of its environment (Kershaw 2018). These 

properties made it ideal for the consistent playback experience of different classical 

music pieces across several venues. 

4.2. Location and Timeframe 

Eight sessions were conducted in December 2019 at five venues in Northern California, 

USA (see Appendix 5). The facilities selected are either exclusively used for wine 

tastings or well-suited to the experiment. Two sessions occurred in the morning, three in 

the early afternoon, and three in the mid-afternoon. 
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4.3. Participants 

The experiment targeted wine consumers: social drinkers — regular consumers who 

enjoy drinking wine — and people with wine education. Previous studies showed no 

statistically significant differences between experts and non-experts in wine-music 

crossmodal matching (Wang and Spence 2017). Volunteers with or without wine and/or 

music education were recruited. Prospective volunteers were emailed in November 

2019 and invited to participate in tastings in December. 

 

A minimum sample size of 50 participants is conventionally suggested to yield sufficient 

data for standard statistical analysis (Corder and Foreman 2014), supported by sensory 

researcher Janet Williams MS (2019, pers. comm.). 70 participants were targeted to 

allow for incomplete responses. 76 people volunteered, with 71 attending and providing 

complete responses used in subsequent analysis. 
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4.3.1. Age and Gender 

The participant population (Table 1) was fairly even between genders, with 38 females 

(53%) and 33 males (47%). Approximately 60% of participants were aged 30-49.  
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4.3.2. Wine Expertise 

34 non-experts (limited-moderate knowledge) and 37 experts (intermediate-

professional) participated for fairly even representation of each group (48% and 52%, 

respectively, Table 2). 87% of participants reporting as Advanced/Professional possess 

WSET Diploma, Master of Wine, or Master Sommelier qualifications. 
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4.3.3. Music Expertise 

Mirroring participant wine expertise, 35 non-experts (limited-moderate knowledge) and 

36 experts (intermediate-professional) participated for nearly even representation of 

each group (49% and 51%, respectively, Table 3). 73% of participants reporting as 

Advanced/Professional possess at minimum some classical music training. 

 

 

4.4. Experimental Sessions  

Each session comprised two portions: tasting-listening, followed by listening.  

 

All bottles were opened and tasted by the researcher for soundness approximately 

twenty minutes before participants were due to arrive, to prevent participants from 

knowing how many wines they would be tasting. The researcher found no faulty bottles. 

Wine opening time and temperature were documented. All bottles were served between 

23-27 minutes from opening, at 12-14C. Bottles were capped with single arm clasp 

sparkling wine stoppers immediately after preliminary tasting. 
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Participants were welcomed into the classroom and invited to sit anywhere. Each place 

setting comprised five glasses on tasting mats marked 1 through 5, a spittoon, and 

water glass containing purified water. An overview was given by the researcher, with 

participants thereafter asked to leave the tasting room to neutralize their palates with 

plain French bread. The researcher then poured wine into all glasses immediately 

before the tasting portion began, to preserve bubble freshness. 

 

Participants in three sessions recorded their responses through the online platform 

SurveyMonkey. Each participant was tracked with a unique identifying number with its 

particular music order for both tasting-listening and listening portions, randomized 

across sessions. When technical issues occurred, a printed survey with unique identifier 

was supplied to the participant to complete by hand. All other sessions were completed 

via printed surveys. Data was entered by the researcher, triple checked on separate 

occasions, and verified by a volunteer with a technical background. 

4.4.1. Tasting-Listening 

The tasting comprised one flight of five glasses. The one Brut non-vintage champagne 

selected for the experiment was tasted five times in separate glasses, to mitigate unity 

assumption14 (Chen and Spence 2017). Participants were not told how many wines they 

were tasting.  

 

There were five sound conditions, one for each glass. Four of the conditions comprised 

the classical music selections with one additional ‘no music’/silence condition, wherein 

participants tasted the wine without music. Sound condition order was randomized 

 
14 Unity assumption: the assumption that sensory signals (in this case, wine) remain the same if they 
come from the same object. Here, the same object would be one single wine glass. 
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across all eight sessions using a Williams design Latin square structure, to mitigate 

confounding results by order of trial effects (Sheehe and Bross 1961). The 

representation of playing orders was fairly even as each session had between eight and 

eleven participants. 

 

Participants were informed that musical selections would be played for approximately 

three minutes each per glass, a duration deemed optimal for auditory-sensory 

experiments by Bosi and Goldberg (2003) and Wang (2019, pers. comm.). This duration 

was long enough to allow participants to experience the music's essence without having 

to play each piece completely, as confirmed in pilot sessions. 

 

Participants assigned a score from 1 to 9 for each glass, for the following (see Appendix 

7 for response sheet): 

● Perceived levels of effervescence, fruitiness, acidity, richness, complexity 

● How well the music or silence matched the wine (suitability/enjoyment) 

● Wine liking 

● Arousal (calm-exciting)  

● Dominance (weak-powerful15)  

 

Participants were asked to spit the wine, and to refrain from consulting one another. 

They were free to taste each glass multiple times. The researcher waited for all 

participants to finish recording responses before proceeding to the next glass. 

 
15 Participants were informed that the terms ‘weak’ and ‘powerful’ did not denote value judgments; 
rather they served to gauge each participant’s perception of wine potency.  
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4.4.2. Listening 

Immediately following tasting-listening, participants listened to the four musical 

selections again in a different order than during the tasting, randomized across sessions 

using a Williams design Latin square structure. Participants rated each selection on a 

scale from 1 to 9 for the following (see Appendix 7 for response sheet): 

● Complexity 

● Liking 

● Arousal (calm-exciting) 

● Dominance (weak-powerful) 

 

To assess any wine-music arousal and dominance correspondences, a version of the 

semantic differential scale using bipolar adjectives (e.g. 'calm-exciting') was used to 

measure participants' emotional associations for each glass during tasting-listening and 

for each musical selection during listening (Osgood et al. 1957).  

 

The listening exercise was conducted to add a corresponding set of music ratings per 

piece, per participant, to the wine ratings. The intent was to provide data to inform 

participants' wine character, sensory perception, and matching/enjoyment assessments. 

 

Afterwards, participants completed a questionnaire (see Appendix 7) detailing 

demographic information, wine and music education levels, preferences for champagne, 

classical music, and favoured music style. Participants were invited to write about their 

experience; all attendees recorded comments. 
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4.5. Statistical Analysis   

All statistical analysis was conducted via spreadsheet (Google Sheets, Apple Numbers) 

by the researcher and verified on separate occasions by the researcher and a volunteer 

trained in statistical analysis. Critical significance was set at p < .05 for 95% confidence 

interval in all analyses except for the sensory characteristics, which used the Bonferroni 

correction, discussed below. 

 

Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine 

statistical significance, or lack thereof, between the different ratings categories. For 

example, ANOVA was done for wine liking ratings across all five sound conditions to 

assess whether any variation was due to actual differences between the sound 

conditions.  

 

Ad-hoc pairwise comparisons between wine ratings for sensory characteristics, 

matching, liking, arousal/excitement, and dominance/powerfulness between the 

different sound conditions were conducted via two-tailed t-tests16. The goal was to 

determine any statistically significant differences for wine rating categories between 

silence and the musical selections (individually and as a whole), and within the musical 

selections. T-tests were also conducted for music complexity, liking, arousal, and 

dominance ratings, to identify any statistically significant differences in ratings between 

the musical selections. These comparisons were done to determine whether the 

research hypotheses on musical effects were supported. 

 

 
16 Two-tailed t-tests assess statistical significance on both sides of the distribution, allowing only 2.5% 
probability that any result occurred by chance at the 95% significance level as the 5% probability is 
split between any possible increase or decrease. 
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Mean wine ratings (arithmetic means) were ranked across all five sound conditions for 

each rating category, and mean music ratings for each of the four musical selections 

were ranked for each rating category.  

 

Wine sensory characteristic analyses were conducted using the Bonferroni correction to 

mitigate possible Type I false positives17 when making multiple comparisons (McDonald 

2014). To control for familywise error rates, the critical value for significance was 

lowered to p < .01 for five sensory characteristics, at the 95% confidence level.  

 

Pearson correlation tests18 were conducted to determine any relationships between 

ratings for: 

• Sensory characteristics  

• Sensory characteristics with wine arousal and dominance  

• Sensory characteristics with music arousal and dominance  

• Analogous ratings between wine and music: 

o Wine-music liking  

o Matching-music liking  

o Wine-music complexity  

o Wine-music arousal  

o Wine-music dominance  

 
17 ‘Type I errors may occur when statistical tests are used to make multiple comparisons, as in this 
case, for the champagne’s sensory characteristics. 
18 Pearson correlation testing is a method for determining whether the relationship between the 
measures of different subjects is strongly or weakly correlated. 
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5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Statistically significant effects were found in some measures of reaction to the sound 

condition-wine combinations, particularly when music was played compared to silence. 

To assess whether participants' wine and music expertise levels impacted their 

responses, participants were divided into two groups each for wine and music (see 

Section 4.3): non-experts (limited-moderate knowledge) and experts (intermediate-

professional) and their experimental results compared. No significant differences were 

found between expertise levels, nor between genders, for all analyses conducted. P-

values of .05 (.01 for sensory characteristics) and below indicate statistical significance 

at the 95% confidence level. 

5.1. Hypothesis 1 

The individual musical selections differentially influence wine liking during tasting. 

• Not Supported: The individual classical music selections did not have a 

statistically significant impact on wine liking. 

 

No statistically significant differences in wine liking ratings were found between the 

musical selections (F(3, 280) = .76, p = .52), nor was correlation found between wine 

and music liking ratings. There was no effect or correlation among self-reporting music 

experts (intermediate-professional, N=36), despite their wondering whether any 

preconceptions of music they were familiar with would affect their wine liking. 

Participants liked the wine in all instances (>5 mean ratings on a 9-point scale), 

suggesting that the musical selections possibly had less impact on liking/hedonic ratings 

because they were tasted across multiple instances of one wine.  
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This outcome reflects previous studies where despite significant interactions between 

the music and wine, no effect on wine liking was reported. Burzynska et al. (2019) found 

effects of sound conditions on sensory perception but none on wine hedonic ratings. 

North (2012) observed that music altered participants' perception of wine character with 

no effect on wine liking. This suggests that music may influence the descriptive rather 

than the evaluative aspects of tasting, in that its character attributes may prime 

perception of the wine's shared attributes. Findings on music character are discussed in 

Section 5.7. 
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5.2. Hypothesis 2 

Wine liking differs when music is played compared to when no music is played. 

• Slight Evidence: One classical music selection possessing a particular 

parameter and character combination had a statistically significant effect on wine 

liking compared to silence. Wine liking mean ratings were higher for all musical 

selections than for silence.  

 

The champagne was statistically significantly liked when tasted with Saint-Saëns 

compared to silence (p = .04). No main effect was found for the aggregated music 

compared to silence, nor across the five sound conditions (Table 4).  

 

 

 

Again, the different sound conditions may not have a significant effect when tasted 

across one wine. These results further corroborate previous studies where sound 

conditions did not influence wine liking (North 2012; Burzynska et al. 2019). 
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In terms of mean ratings (Table 5), the champagne was most liked when tasted with 

Saint-Saëns, and least liked when tasted in silence. That all music pieces earned higher 

wine liking ratings than silence suggests that the presence of music may have 

contributed to positive wine perception. Given the lack of significant results, however, 

the possibility cannot be confirmed in this context. 

 

 

 

Nevertheless, Saint-Saëns being statistically significantly liked over silence (and most-

liked by mean ratings) offers slight evidence that pieces with musical parameters of high 

pitch, fast tempo, bright timbre, dynamic articulation, and light (low dominance), exciting 

(high arousal) character may have positive effects on the perception of this champagne 

style. Pilot sessions tested a different classical piece with parameters and light-hearted 

character similar to Saint-Saëns (Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 23 in A-Flat Major, 3rd 

Movement) with all other pieces unchanged, also resulting in the highest mean wine 

liking ratings. Similarly, a light Mozart composition was found by Spence et al. (2013) as 

significantly preferred for a high-acid white wine, although this was a suitability/matching 

rating. Interestingly the Brahms piece, which did not have any significant effect on wine 

liking, possesses a similar parameter combination but is powerful/heavy (high 
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dominance). This suggests that music lightness (low dominance) may be a hedonic 

factor for this champagne style, although the slight evidence found here cannot confirm 

this.  

5.3. Hypothesis 3 

There is consensus among participants for music-wine matches. 

• Not Supported: No statistical significance was found within the classical music 

selections on matching to the Brut non-vintage champagne. However, two pieces 

with shared parameters and one particular shared character attribute earned the 

highest mean matching ratings. 

 

Written and post-experiment discussion feedback confirmed that participants based 

matching ratings on the level of tasting enjoyment experienced with each musical 

selection. No significant difference was found for matching preference between the 

musical selections (F(3, 280) = .22, p = .88). While previous studies such as Spence et 

al. (2013) found significantly preferred matches between classical music pieces and 

certain wines, this experiment differs wherein one wine was used while Spence’s study 

(N=24) used four distinct wine styles. In the current experiment, all musical selections 

were considered positive matches (>5 mean ratings on a 9-point scale). The lack of 

significant matching preference suggests that if the pieces are deemed positive 

matches, their parameter and character combinations may not have a pronounced 

effect between them on the perceived matching and tasting enjoyment across one wine 

or style of wine. 
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Nevertheless, Saint-Saëns and Brahms were rated the best matches with extremely 

close mean ratings (6.18 and 6.13, respectively, Table 6), suggesting possible effects of 

their shared musical attributes on suitability to this champagne. Although their 

dominance levels differ greatly, both pieces feature high pitch, fast tempo, sharp timbre, 

dynamic articulation, and high arousal/excitement, offering some evidence for the 

possible influence of this parameter and character combination on the enjoyment of the 

champagne. 

 

 

 

Furthermore, over 80% of participant feedback highlighted favourable matches for either 

Brahms, Saint-Saëns, or both. Comments included: “Jumpy, fast [music] paired best” 

and “violin [Brahms] most exciting, excellent pairing.” 

 

Saint-Saëns's slight edge over Brahms in matching ratings bears mentioning. Saint-

Saëns' musical parameters and high arousal character are similar to that of Brahms’, 

but the music is light-hearted (low dominance), rather than passionately forceful (high 

dominance). As proposed in Section 5.2, the buoyancy of Saint-Saëns possibly 

rendered the champagne more likeable and may have contributed to its being 
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considered a slightly better match than Brahms, which was rated the most musically 

dominant/powerful. Given no significant effect, however, it cannot be verified whether 

light (low dominance) music character was critical to participants' matching ratings. 

5.4. Hypothesis 4 

Matching preference/enjoyment differs when music is played compared to when no 

music is played. 

• Supported: The classical music selections, individually and in aggregate, were 

statistically significantly preferred as better matching the Brut non-vintage 

champagne compared to silence. 

 

As described in Section 5.3, participants rated matches based on their perceived level 

of tasting enjoyment experienced with each sound condition. Participants were asked to 

rate silence the same way as when tasting with music. The results show strong 

preference for the music over silence during tasting (Table 7).  
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Participants self-reporting as wine experts (intermediate-professional) mirrored these 

results (Table 8), despite majority feedback that music posed a distraction given their 

rigorous training in the clinical assessment of wine.  
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Marked preference for the musical selections in matching ratings offers more robust 

evidence that champagne enjoyment may have been positively influenced by classical 

music with major tonality and consonant harmony. The word ‘enjoyment’ is used, as 

there was indication of overlap in participants' viewing of matching, liking, and overall 

enjoyment. Over 95% of participants’ feedback used the terms ‘like’, ‘enjoy’, ‘pleasure’, 

‘match’, and ‘pairing’ interchangeably. 

 

This study's results corroborate previous research wherein a significant effect of 

congruent music or sound on wine matching and enjoyment was observed, compared to 

silence (Spence et al. 2013; Burzynska et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019). However, the 

experimental/laboratory setting could have heightened awareness of the presence or 

lack of music and influenced the tasting experience (Chen et al. 2013). 

 

Following on Hypothesis 3 wherein no significant effect on matching ratings within the 

pieces was found, this evidence suggests that the presence of the classical music was 

perhaps more influential to wine enjoyment than the pieces' parameter and character 

combinations. Although, as noted in Section 5.3, the high matching mean ratings for 

Brahms and Saint-Saëns offer preliminary evidence for a possible positive effect of their 

shared musical attributes (high pitch, fast tempo, bright timbre, dynamic articulation, and 

high arousal/excitement) on the tasting enjoyment of this champagne.  
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5.5. Hypothesis 5 

The individual musical selections differentially influence wine sensory perception. 

• Not Supported: The individual classical music selections did not have a 

statistically significant impact on wine sensory perception. However, two pieces 

with shared parameter/character combinations were rated highest for 

effervescence, and one piece with a contrasting parameter/character 

combination was rated highest for fruitiness and richness. 

 

No statistical significance was found within the pieces for effervescence, fruitiness, 

acidity, richness, and complexity perception. However, Brahms and Saint-Saëns (high 

pitch, fast tempo, sharp timbre, dynamic articulation, high excitement) earned the 

highest effervescence mean ratings. Mussorgsky (low pitch, slow tempo, full timbre, 

smooth articulation, high power) garnered the highest fruitiness and richness mean 

ratings (Table 9).  
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Mussorgsky and Debussy had considerably lower effervescence ratings. They share 

attributes of lower pitch, slow tempo, and low arousal, which contrast with the high pitch, 

fast tempo and high arousal of Saint-Saëns and Brahms. Mussorgsky additionally 

features smooth articulation and rounded timbre and was rated least effervescent 

among the musical selections (4.99). Debussy shares dynamic articulation and sharp 

timbre with Saint-Saëns and Brahms, and the potential influence of these two 

parameters on effervescence perception may help explain Debussy's higher 

effervescence rating (5.29) than Mussorgsky's.  

 

These mean ratings offer preliminary evidence that certain combinations of musical 

parameters and character may have influenced effervescence, fruitiness, and richness 

perception in the champagne. Over 80% of tasters noted the wine ‘felt’ more 

effervescent with Saint-Saëns compared to Mussorgsky and Debussy, with over 75% 

experiencing similarly with Brahms (example: “the frothiness and texture really 

popped”). With Mussorgsky, ‘depth’, ‘richness’, and ‘sweeter’ were mentioned by 49% of 

participants. Nonetheless, the lack of significant differences within the classical music 

selections on wine sensory characteristics warrants deeper exploration to ascertain the 

veracity of the mean ratings trends observed in this study. 

 

The champagne was rated highest in complexity when tasted with the most complex 

pieces, Mussorgsky and Brahms (5.53 and 5.51, respectively, versus 5.16 for Saint-

Saëns). However, lacking statistical significance for wine complexity and no correlation 

found between music and wine complexity, any influence by the music cannot be 

confirmed. This outcome corroborates previous studies observing no significant effect of 

music on wine complexity (Wang and Spence 2015). This may stem from wine 
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complexity being an inherently challenging stimulus to assess, and that the underlying 

factors of its perception are unclear (Spence and Wang 2018). 
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5.6. Hypothesis 6 

Wine sensory perception differs when music is played compared to when no music is 

played. 

• Partially Supported: Two classical music pieces with shared 

parameter/character combinations had a statistically significant effect compared 

to silence on effervescence perception, and one piece with a contrasting 

parameter/character combination had a statistically significant effect on fruitiness 

and richness. No statistical significance was found across the five sound 

conditions, nor for the aggregated musical selections compared to silence. Mean 

ratings were lowest when tasting in silence for all sensory characteristics tested, 

except acidity. 

 

A marked effect was observed compared to silence for effervescence when the 

champagne was tasted with Brahms and Saint-Saëns and on fruitiness and richness 

with Mussorgsky, strengthening the trends observed in Hypothesis 5. Table 10 shows 

mean ratings for these sensory characteristics with statistically significant p-values. 
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Mussorgsky features slow tempo, low pitch, full timbre, and smooth articulation, 

supporting previous research that these parameters contribute to higher fruitiness and 

richness perception (Crisinel and Spence 2010; Bronner et al. 2012; Burzynska 2018; 

Wang et al. 2019). Effervescence ratings for Brahms and Saint-Saëns corroborate 

Burzynska’s 2018 findings that high pitch, fast tempo, sharp timbre, and 

dynamic/percussive articulation with high energy/arousal elicit higher effervescence 

perception in sparkling wines. 

 

The champagne was rated least effervescent (4.81) when tasted in silence, suggesting 

that the presence of classical music may enhance effervescence perception. Or, silence 

may dampen the awareness of effervescence. Because significant differences for 

effervescence perception were found between silence and only two of the four musical 

selections, these possibilities cannot be verified here. 
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Notably, silence garnered the second highest mean wine acidity rating (6.10) and over 

80% of participants indicated the acidity was unpleasantly high, making the wine bitter 

or unbalanced. This may have contributed to silence being rated the least well-matched, 

and the champagne rated the least liked when tasted in silence. 

 

Contrastingly, while Brahms earned the highest mean acidity ratings (6.24), 

accompanying feedback (72%) highlighted the champagne's vibrancy and excitement, 

even when high acidity was emphasized. Brahms was also nearly rated the best match 

(6.13), suggesting that high acidity perception did not detract from the music's suitability 

to the champagne. Furthermore, Saint-Saëns had the second highest acidity ratings 

among the music and was rated the best match (6.18). This suggests that the 

combination of high pitch, fast tempo, sharp timbre and dynamic articulation in these 

two pieces may have influenced participants’ perception of high acidity as contributing 

to liveliness in the champagne. This trend supports previous studies' findings wherein 

participants perceived wines as less severely acidic and more enjoyable when tasted 

with music than in silence (Spence et al. 2013; Burzynska et al. 2019; Wang et al. 

2019).  

 

Table 11 summarizes acidity mean ratings and wine ratings trends for each sound 

condition. 
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Given no statistical significance found across the five sound conditions, the extent of 

influence that musical parameters and character attributes had on sensory perception is 

unclear. Nonetheless, the significant effect found compared to silence for Brahms and 

Saint-Saëns for effervescence, and Mussorgsky for fruitiness and richness, provides 

stronger evidence that classical music with certain attributes may have influenced the 

perception of these sensory characteristics in this champagne.  

5.7. Hypothesis 7 

Wine character perception differs between the individual musical selections, and across 

the sound conditions. 

• Partially Supported: Statistical significance was observed for wine arousal 

within the classical music selections and across the sound conditions. No effect 

was found for wine dominance, although there was evidence for congruent 

association between wine and music dominance mean ratings. 
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Per the literature review, North (2012), Wang et al. (2016) and Wang and Spence 

(2017) found that music character may have emotional priming effects on wine 

perception. The results of this experiment partly corroborate their findings wherein 

statistical significance was found for wine arousal ratings, but not for wine dominance. 

(Note that music complexity was discussed in Section 5.5 within the context of wine 

sensory characteristics, as wine complexity was considered a sensory rating.) 

 

ANOVA results showed a statistically significant effect on wine arousal ratings across 

the sound conditions (F(4, 350) = 2.48, p = .04) and across the four musical selections 

(F(3, 280) = 2.81, p = .04), indicating that the champagne was rated significantly higher 

or lower in excitement when tasted with certain pieces. Although silence itself was not 

rated for arousal, the champagne was perceived as neutral (5 rating on a 9-point scale) 

in terms of excitement when tasted in silence. Post-hoc t-tests demonstrated analogous, 

statistically significantly higher wine and music excitement ratings for Brahms and Saint-

Saëns than with either Debussy or silence (Table 12). Debussy's lowest music arousal 

rating was mirrored by the lowest wine arousal rating. 
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The results indicate that excitement levels perceived in the champagne substantially 

reflected participants' assessments of the corresponding music excitement level, 

corroborating findings by North (2012) and Wang and Spence (2017). 
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Evidence was found for the possible influence of music arousal in priming wine sensory 

perception. Positive, significant pairwise correlations were observed between wine 

arousal and effervescence ratings. Table 13 shows Pearson correlation coefficients for 

wine arousal and effervescence, with corresponding mean ratings. 

 

 

 

Music arousal, wine arousal, and effervescence ratings were highest for Brahms and 

Saint-Saëns. Debussy's calmness earned the lowest music arousal ratings, reflected in 

the lowest wine arousal ratings and second-lowest effervescence ratings among the 

music (5.29). The main effect of music arousal on wine arousal and statistically 

significant, positive correlation between wine arousal and effervescence ratings suggest 

that music character may have influenced the perception of this sensory attribute in the 

champagne. 

 

Furthermore, 58% of participants referenced an association between music arousal and 

effervescence perception, for example, "mellower, slower pieces were paired with flatter 
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wines, and exciting pieces were paired with bubbly wines." Another noted “a significant 

difference in experience between the wine with very calm music to the wines with 

upbeat music — much frothier."  

 

While no statistical significance was observed across the sound conditions and within 

the musical selections for wine dominance, mean ratings for the champagne when 

tasted with Brahms and Mussorgsky showed some reflection of their corresponding 

music ratings (Table 14). Brahms was rated significantly more powerful than the other 

three pieces (p < .001) and scored second-highest in wine dominance. Mussorgsky had 

the second highest mean dominance music rating, was rated significantly more powerful 

than Debussy (p < .001) and scored highest in wine dominance. 
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Brahms and Mussorgsky exhibit the highest volume of the four selections, corroborating 

evidence from Wang et al. (2016) that taste intensity and power may be perceived when 

paired with louder sounds. Debussy, the quietest piece, was rated least powerful in both 

music and wine dominance. Thus, the data show evidence of wine dominance ratings 

shifting towards their corresponding music dominance ratings. 

 

Positive, significant pairwise correlation was found between wine dominance and 

richness ratings, offering additional evidence for the possible influence of music 

character in priming wine sensory perception. Table 15 shows Pearson correlation 

coefficients for wine dominance and richness, with corresponding mean ratings. 

 

 

 

Mussorgsky showed the strongest correlation between wine dominance and richness 

ratings. Correspondingly, Mussorgsky earned the highest mean ratings for these 

attributes and was rated second-highest for music dominance (6.53). Music character 
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thus may have had some influence on richness perception, given statistically significant 

correlation between wine dominance with richness and evidence for possible 

congruence between music-wine dominance. However, the evidence is weaker than 

observed for music-wine arousal and effervescence, hence the relationship cannot be 

confirmed. 

5.8. Beyond Ratings 

Participant anecdotal feedback suggests the classical music selections may have 

influenced perception of the champagne in ways not reflected by the experiment data.  

 

Participants largely indicated (94%) that the music shaped their overall tasting 

experience. One noted, “My wine ‘judgments’ were completely driven by the music. I 

could not separate out one sensory experience from the other.” Another observed, “... 

the music controlled the way I experienced the wine. It made each wine much more 

interesting.” 47% of self-identifying wine experts (N=37) highlighted the music's 

influence: “[Music] changed the experience — what I was thinking about, my reactions 

to the wine” reported one Diploma graduate. A Master of Wine who discerned that all 

glasses contained the same wine commented, “... the music did result in different 

visceral feelings towards the wine.” 

 

No conclusions can be drawn from this feedback. Nonetheless, participants' comments 

suggest that the classical music selections may have impacted the tasting experience in 

ways not captured by the experiment data.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study aimed to explore the influence of classical music on the perception of a Brut 

non-vintage champagne, specifically: 

• Whether classical music and its parameters and character affect consumers' 

perception and enjoyment of a Brut non-vintage champagne 

• Whether consumers find that certain classical music pieces better match a Brut 

non-vintage champagne than others 

• Whether classical music and its parameters and character influence the 

perception of the sensory characteristics of a Brut non-vintage champagne 

 

A significant main effect of the music was not found for all hypotheses, and the 

evidence was inconclusive for some aspects of the experiment. However, trends 

observed from statistically significant interactions and mean ratings provide some 

evidence demonstrating the influence of classical music on consumers' experience of 

the champagne, particularly compared to silence. The conclusions are presented in light 

of the research limitations in that major tonality, consonant harmony classical music 

pieces selected for specific attribute combinations were tested across one Brut non-

vintage champagne with 71 participants. 
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6.1. Conclusion 1  

Classical music parameters and character attributes can influence the perception 

of a Brut non-vintage champagne, but they may have little to no effect on its 

liking. Classical music may enhance the enjoyment of the champagne tasting 

experience compared to silence. 

 

The selected classical music pieces had almost no effect on wine liking, a finding 

consistent with previous studies (North 2012; Burzynska et al. 2019). Greater impact 

was observed for musical parameters and character on wine perception and tasting 

enjoyment. 

 

The classical music had a marked effect on wine arousal, with the champagne 

considered significantly more exciting when tasted with the two pieces rated highest in 

music arousal compared to tasting in silence and while listening to the lowest-rated 

piece. Wine dominance mean ratings showed a shift towards their corresponding music 

dominance ratings although no statistical significance was found; deeper exploration is 

warranted before drawing firm conclusions regarding the influence of music dominance 

on wine dominance perception. Nevertheless, the findings offer evidence that classical 

music character may have priming effects on the perception of a Brut non-vintage 

champagne. 

 

The experiment also found that the champagne was most significantly enjoyed while 

listening to the two pieces with shared parameters and character attributes of high pitch, 

fast tempo, sharp timbre, dynamic articulation and high excitement compared to silence, 
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highlighting the potential influence of this parameter and character combination on the 

tasting experience.  

 

The highly significant preference of the classical music selections (individually and in 

aggregate) found in matching ratings compared to silence corroborates previous 

studies' findings (Spence 2020) and underscores the potentially positive effect of the 

music on wine enjoyment. Also, wine liking mean ratings for all four classical music 

selections were higher than that of silence, offering additional evidence for the positive 

influence these pieces may have had on the tasting experience of the champagne 

compared to silence. 

 

To better assess the impact of classical music on wine enjoyment, testing classical 

music with parameters and character combinations meant to mismatch the champagne 

may illuminate whether incongruent pieces could be rated as worse matches than when 

tasting in silence. Experiments could furthermore utilize restaurants/wine bars to 

mitigate possible bias resulting from laboratory settings that potentially heighten 

awareness of music presence, or lack thereof. If findings demonstrate music presence 

generally enhances consumers' tasting experience, its use can be considered in 

champagne presentation on-premise and at tasting events towards optimum enjoyment 

and sales. 

 

Taken together, these findings present preliminary evidence for the impact of classical 

music parameters and character on the perception and enjoyment of a Brut non-vintage 

champagne, highlighting the role of classical music in the consumer experience of this 

wine.  
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6.2. Conclusion 2 

There is slight evidence that classical music with a certain combination of 

parameters and character attributes may make a preferred match for a Brut non-

vintage champagne. 

 

While no statistical significance was observed within the classical music selections on 

matching and all four pieces were considered positive matches, the two best-rated 

pieces shared parameters of high pitch, fast tempo, sharp timbre, dynamic articulation 

and high arousal/excitement character. These findings present slight evidence that this 

parameter and character combination may be particularly well-suited to the tasting 

enjoyment of the champagne, although experiment data cannot confirm this. Further 

research involving larger sample sizes and testing of a wider variety of classical music 

styles on various producers' champagnes is recommended to help determine whether 

the trends found in this experiment can be replicated on a statistically significant level.  

 

Saint-Saëns' slightly higher matching ratings than Brahms' suggests that low dominance 

combined with high arousal may be even better suited to the champagne. The light-

hearted Saint-Saëns was rated best-matched and most-liked. This trend corroborates 

previous studies' findings that light, fast-paced pieces were preferred for bright, high-

acid white wines (Spence et al. 2013, 2014). As this experiment dataset cannot confirm 

that low dominance with high arousal was critical to matching preference with the 

champagne, a closer examination of the effect of these character attributes on matching 

(with classical music and/or other musical genres) to this champagne style is suggested 

to explore this possibility. 
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If results of the recommended further research demonstrate significant effects, music 

with this attribute combination could be considered for Brut non-vintage champagne 

presentation on-premise and at promotional tastings to enhance consumer enjoyment 

and sales. 

6.3. Conclusion 3 

Classical music parameters and character attributes can influence the sensory 

perception of a Brut non-vintage champagne, particularly compared to silence. 

 

The champagne was rated highest in effervescence when tasted with the two pieces 

sharing high pitch, fast tempo, sharp timbre, dynamic articulation, and high excitement. 

Contrastingly, the champagne was rated highest in fruitiness and richness when tasted 

with the piece featuring low pitch, slower tempo, round timbre, smooth articulation, and 

high power. These findings support previous research on sound-wine crossmodal 

correspondences and hypothesized musical attribute effects on sparkling wine 

perception. While there was no significant effect within the musical selections, 

statistically significant increases in effervescence, fruitiness, and richness perception 

when tasted with these three pieces compared to silence offer stronger evidence for the 

effect of their musical parameter and character attribute combinations on the sensory 

perception of the champagne. 

 

Acidity was highly perceived in the champagne and considered as enhancing its 

vibrance when tasted with the two classical music pieces featuring high pitch, fast 

tempo, sharp timbre, dynamic articulation and high excitement. Conversely, high acidity 

perception when tasting in silence rendered the champagne unpleasant. Classical 
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music with this parameter and character combination may thus positively strengthen 

high acidity perception in the champagne compared to silence, although the experiment 

data cannot confirm this. Further research on the effects of music and silence on acidity 

perception is recommended to better understand the extent of its influence and 

underlying factors, particularly for the presentation of high-acid wines like champagne. 

 

Statistically significant, positive correlation found across the musical selections for wine 

arousal-effervescence and wine dominance-richness demonstrates additional evidence 

of some effect of the classical music on the sensory perception of the champagne. 

Particularly, the two pieces with the shared attribute combination of high pitch, fast 

tempo, sharp timbre, dynamic articulation, and high arousal had significant influence on 

effervescence perception compared to silence and were the most strongly correlated for 

wine arousal-effervescence. Similarly, the piece with a contrasting combination of low 

pitch, slow tempo, full timbre, smooth articulation, and high dominance was rated 

highest in richness and was the most strongly correlated for wine dominance-richness. 

The consistency within the experiment findings strengthens the evidence for an effect of 

specific combinations of music parameter and character attributes on the sensory 

perception of the champagne. 

 

No clear relationship was found between music and wine complexity ratings, although 

the champagne was rated highest when tasted with the two most complex pieces. 

Given limited studies, additional research focusing on the underlying factors of wine 

complexity evaluation would help illuminate whether music has any impact on wine 

complexity perception. Studies focusing on classical music and champagne styles of 

varying complexity levels (e.g. Brut non-vintage to vintage) may bring further insight into 
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the effects of music complexity on champagne perception towards optimum 

presentation of each style. 

 

Altogether, the experiment results offer modest evidence that classical music with high 

pitch, fast tempo, sharp timbre, dynamic articulation and high arousal enhanced 

effervescence perception, while music with low pitch, slow tempo, round timbre, smooth 

articulation and high dominance heightened richness and fruitiness perception in the 

champagne. Additional research examining sensory perception with classical pieces of 

highly disparate attribute combinations is recommended to assess their effect more 

extensively. If findings are robust, musical attributes could be used to highlight particular 

attributes of a champagne at tasting events or winemaker dinners. 
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6.4. Concluding Remarks 

The classical music used in this experiment had some effect on the tasting experience 

of the Brut non-vintage champagne, particularly compared to silence. The parameter 

and character combinations of the selected pieces played a role in shaping participants' 

perception of the champagne's overarching character and of its sensory perception, 

especially for effervescence, fruitiness, and richness. 

 

Further research involving a broader, more varied range of classical music, disparate 

musical genres, and different producers and styles of champagne is recommended to 

more rigorously test the presence and extent of the effects observed in this study. It is 

hoped that the industry may consider these preliminary findings for the presentation of 

champagne and encourage discussion regarding the role of music in the consumer wine 

tasting experience. 
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8. APPENDICES 

1. The Champagne  

Following tasting a range of globally distributed Brut non-vintage champagnes and 

consultation with experts including three Masters of Wine and two WSET Diploma 

graduates, Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin Yellow Label Brut Non-Vintage was selected. This 

wine was selected for its consistency, representative character of a classic Brut non-

vintage champagne, and its availability and pricing.  

 

All bottles originated from the same lot number and were purchased by the researcher 

in late November and stored in a temperature-controlled warehouse until the tastings. 

Bottles were transported to each tasting venue in insulated containers with ice packs 

and rested at the venue for at minimum three hours in a wine refrigerator set at 

12C/54F. Care was taken that the bottles were not overly chilled, as in pilot sessions 

wines below this temperature were deemed too cold to be suitably expressive for the 

experiment.   

 

Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin Yellow Label Brut Non-Vintage 

● Production areas: 50 to 60 Crus; Pinot Noir largely from Reims 

● Assemblage: 56% Pinot Noir, 28% Chardonnay, 16% Meunier 

● Reserve wines: 35% 

● Vinification: Stainless steel tank with 2-3% 5500L to 7000L foudres, full 

malolactic fermentation 

● Maturation: 36 months 

● Dosage: 9g/L  
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● Alcohol: 12% 

● Disgorged: October 31, 201819  

● Source: K&L Wine Merchants 

● Retail Price: USD49  

● Industry Review: “Brisk lemon-lime flavours and floral apple clarity lend this wine 

its freshness and mineral-tinged refreshment. It smells like chalk, then the 

flavours are enriched by toasty brioche and spiciness from the lees aging. Simple 

and saturated, finely made in grand-marque style.”20 

 

Primary Consultants for Champagne Selection 

• Charles Curtis MW 

• Tim Marson MW 

• Deborah Parker Wong, DWS 

• Fred Swan, DWS 

• Gus Jian Zhu MW 

• Gary Westby, Champagne Specialist, K&L Wine Merchants, California, USA 

 
19 Westby, G. (2019). Personal communication. Champagne Specialist, K&L Wine Merchants, 
California, USA.   
20 Greene, J. (2019). Year’s Best Champagnes. Wine & Spirits. 2019, 38:7:70.  
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2. Musical Selections 

Below is the artistic information of the recordings used for the classical music pieces 

selected for this research experiment.  

 

Johannes Brahms, Violin Concerto: Movement 3, Allegro giocoso, ma non troppo 

(1878) 

● Soloist: Itzhak Perlman 

● Conductor: Carlo Maria Giulini 

● Symphony Orchestra: Chicago Symphony Orchestra 

● Label: Parlophone Records Limited, a Warner Music Group Company 

● Recording Date: 1977 

 

Claude Debussy, Danses Sacrée et Profane: Danse Profane (1904) 

● Soloist: Marie-Claire Jamet 

● Conductor: Jean Martinon 

● Orchestra: Orchestre National de L’O.R.T.F. (Orchestre National de France) 

● Label: EMI Records, Ltd. 

● Recording Date: 1989 

 

Modest Mussorgsky, Pictures at an Exhibition: Promenade (orch. Ravel) (1874, 

orch. 1922) 

● Conductor: Claudio Abbado 

● Orchestra: London Symphony Orchestra 

● Label: Deutsche Grammophon GMBH 

● Recording Date: 1995 
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Saint-Saëns, Carnival of the Animals: XIV - Finale (1886) 

● Soloist: Pascal Rogé 

● Conductor: Charles Dutoit 

● Orchestra: London Sinfonietta Philharmonic Orchestra 

● Label: Decca Music Group Limited 

● Recording Date: 1980 

 

Consultants for Musical Selections 

• Dr Robert Hartwell MA, EdD, Professor of Music and Media Studies, Foothill 

College, California, USA 

• Dr Michael Schmitz DMA, Professor of Music, Notre Dame de Namur University, 

California, USA  
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3. Glassware 

Riedel Restaurant Champagne Wine Glass 

● Volume: 260.0 ml 

● Height: 217.0 mm 

● Machine-made crystal21 

 
Appendix Figure 1: Riedel Restaurant Champagne Wine Glass 

 

One session (8 participants) used the Crate & Barrel Viv Red Wine Glass for logistical 

reasons and to maintain consistency within the session. No statistically significant 

differences were found between data from this session and all others. 

• Volume: 20 oz (591.5 ml) 

• Height: 8.75” (222.3 mm) 

• Machine-made crystal22  

 

30ml pours were made for each glass in all tasting sessions, as only a simple 

assessment was required.23   

 
21 Riedel (2019). Riedel Restaurant Champagne Glass. https://www.riedel.com/en-us/shop/riedel-
restaurant/champagne-044601248 (accessed 5 Nov. 2019).  
22 Crate & Barrel (2020). Viv Red Wine Glass. https://www.crateandbarrel.com/viv-20-oz.-red-wine-
glass/s229990 (accessed 20 Mar. 2020). 
23 Jackson, R.S. (2019). Wine Tasting: A Professional Handbook, Second Edition. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Academic Press - Elsevier, p.311. 
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Consultants for Glassware 

• Charles Curtis MW 

• Peter Marks MW 

• Tim Marson MW 

• Catherine Bugue DWS 

• Nancy Johnson, IMW North America Administrator and coordinator, 2019 IMW 

Champagne Tasting, San Francisco, USA 

• Gary Westby, Champagne Specialist, K&L Wine Merchants, California, USA 
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4. Audio System  

Apple HomePod 

High quality music playback was critical to this experiment as the classical music 

selections ranged from low to high volume, each featuring a distinct array of 

instrumental combinations and textures. Conveying the subtleties of each piece to 

participants without being too quiet or too loud was crucial to the experiment running 

smoothly. The Apple HomePod smart speaker was chosen based on its high-fidelity, 

adaptability to different spaces, and portability.  

 

The Apple HomePod is spatially aware, automatically tuning itself to its immediate 

environment and its placement within the space for optimum audio presentation. It 

possesses seven beamforming tweeters around the base, each with its own amplifier, to 

send the flow of music towards the centre and to fill the space with high-definition 

sound. An internal bass-equalizer microphone performs analysis and compensates for 

the effects of the room on the bass response. The bass is motor-driven at 20mm, 

enabling consistent, clear sound from very low to very high volume levels.24  

 

The varied classical musical selections were thus able to be played at each venue for 

comfortable listening at high clarity, across five venues. The HomePod is cited by 

industry experts as one of the smallest devices to provide professional level powerful, 

high quality sound.25  

 
24 Kershaw, A. (16 Mar. 2018). Apple HomePod. Audiophilia. 
http://www.audiophilia.com/reviews/2018/3/13/apple-homepod (accessed 5 Nov. 2019). 
25 Lovejoy, B. (14 Feb. 2018). More audiophile praise for the HomePod as professional tests confirm 
Apple’s claims. 9 to 5 Mac. https://9to5mac.com/2018/02/14/homepod-audiophile-tests/ (accessed 12 
Oct. 2019).  
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Appendix Figure 2: Apple HomePod Smart Speaker 

 

 
 

Appendix Figure 3: Experiment Setup - Napa Valley Wine Academy 

(Apple HomePod in foreground) 
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Appendix Figure 4: Experiment Setup - San Francisco Symphony 
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5. Tasting Session Venues  

● Napa Valley Wine Academy, Napa Valley, California, USA 

○ Dates: 5 – 7 December 2019 

○ Number of sessions: Three 

● Vinfolio, San Francisco, California, USA 

○ Date: 12 December 2019 

○ Number of sessions: One 

● First Republic Bank, Los Altos, California, USA  

○ Dates: 14 and 20 December 2019 

○ Number of sessions: Two  

● WSET APP Deborah Parker Wong, San Francisco, California, USA 

○ Date: 15 December 2019 

○ Number of Sessions: One 

● Davies Symphony Hall, San Francisco Symphony, San Francisco, California, 

USA 

○ Date: 19 December 2019 

○ Number of sessions: One 
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6. Participant Background Information  

This section contains data for participant responses for background information not 

included in the main text of the paper. This data was collected to inform participant 

responses in case experiment response data showed skew and kurtosis outside a 

normal distribution range. Assessments found that all data was within a normal range.26  

 

Champagne Preference 

85% of participants indicated that they enjoy champagne. 11% somewhat enjoy 

champagne, and 4% do not enjoy champagne (Appendix Table 1). 55% reported tasting 

or drinking champagne every few weeks to once a week or more, 35% every few 

months to once a month, while 10% drink champagne once a year (Appendix Table 2). 

 

 
 

  

 
26 Skew and kurtosis within -2.0 and 2.0 normal distribution range (George, D. and Mallery, M. (2010). 
SPSS for Windows Step by Step: A Simple Guide and Reference, 17.0 Update, Tenth Edition. 
Boston, Massachusetts: Allyn & Bacon).  
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Music Preference 

Participants were asked to state their preferred style of music in an open-ended 

response. While many participants reported liking a wide variety of music, Appendix 

Table 3 shows a breakdown of major categories for participants who emphasized 

certain styles or who listed only one style. 18% prefer classical music and 18% noted 

that they like a wide variety of styles. The majority of participants (73%) reported being 

receptive to classical music (Appendix Table 4). 24% reported they somewhat enjoy 

listening to classical music, and 3% indicated that they do not enjoy this genre.  
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7. Experimental Session Participant Sheets  

Three sessions used the online survey platform SurveyMonkey. The remaining five 

sessions were completed via pen and paper using the same survey in printed form. 

When technical difficulties prevented the use of the online platform during the first three 

sessions, a printed survey was given to the participant to fill out by hand.  

 

Each survey possessed a unique identifier corresponding to the participant, the session, 

and the particular combination of music playing order for both the tasting-listening and 

listening portions for that session.  

 

An example of each survey sheet is included in this section. The survey sheet example 

for tasting-listening bears the sub-header ‘Wine 1’ and was repeated for each glass, 

through ‘Wine 5’, for a total of five pages. The survey sheet example for listening bears 

the sub-header ‘Music 1’ and was repeated for each musical selection, through ‘Music 

4’, for a total of four pages.  

 

Immediately after the experiment concluded and before the Background Information, the 

participant was invited to record free-form comments on an additional sheet.  

 

All paper survey data were entered by hand in the same format as the online survey 

data, triple checked on separate occasions by the researcher, undergoing a final check 

by a volunteer with professional experience in data entry and analysis. All analysis was 

conducted via spreadsheet (Google Sheets and Apple Numbers) by the researcher and 

verified by a volunteer with professional experience in statistical analysis.
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Appendix Figure 5: Participant Agreement and Confidentiality 
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Appendix Figure 6: Tasting-Listening Answer Sheet (1 of 5) 
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Appendix Figure 7: Listening Answer Sheet (1 of 4) 
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Appendix Figure 8: Participant Background Information Questionnaire, first page 
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Appendix Figure 9: Participant Background Information Questionnaire, second page
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8. Approved Research Paper Proposal 
NB: Footnote numbers are continued from those of the main text, due to document formatting. 
 

IMW Research Paper Proposal Submission Form  

Student ID 25590 Date of submission 15 September 2020 

RPP Version No 10 Name of Advisor Alison Ctercteko MW 

 

Note: RPPs must be submitted via your Advisor to the IMW 

Proposed Title 
Influences of Classical Music on the Perception of  

a Brut Non-Vintage Champagne  
 

Research Questions:  Define the subject of your Research Paper and specify the specific 
research questions you plan to pursue. (No more than 200 words) 

 
Music is sometimes invoked by wine writers when describing wine or the wine tasting 
experience.27 Scientific research shows that people can make intuitive associations between 
music and wine, and that people may associate certain classical music pieces with certain styles 
of fine wine.28 Research also shows evidence of correspondences between certain musical 
parameters (tempo, harmony, pitch, timbre, rhythm, articulation) with specific wine and food 
sensory characteristics (e.g. fruitiness, acidity).29 Additionally, there is evidence that music 
character may have emotional priming effects on wine perception.30  
 
There are limited studies in this realm for sparkling wine.31 This research seeks to examine 
whether people match certain pre-selected classical music pieces (each possessing a particular 
parameter and character combination) with a Brut non-vintage champagne, and whether 
classical music and its particular parameters or parameter combinations influence consumer 
perception and enjoyment of this champagne.  
 
Research questions: 

 
27 Spence C., Wang Q. (2015a). Wine and music (I): on the crossmodal matching of wine and music. 
Flavour. 2015, 4:34. 
28 Spence C. et al. (2013). Looking for crossmodal correspondences between classical music and fine 
wine. Flavour. 2013, 2:29:13–26. 
29 Mesz, B., Trevisan, M.A., Sigman, M. (2011). The taste of music. Perception. 2011, 40:209–19. 
30 Wang, Q.J. and Spence, C. (2017a). Assessing the Role of Emotional Associations in Mediating 
Crossmodal Correspondences between Classical Music and Red Wine. Beverages. 2017, 3:1. 
31 Spence C., Wang Q. (2015a). Wine and music (I): on the crossmodal matching of wine and music. 
Flavour. 2015, 4:34. 
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1) Does classical music and its parameters and character affect consumers' perception and 
enjoyment of a Brut non-vintage champagne? 

2) Do consumers find that certain classical music pieces better match a Brut non-vintage 
champagne than others? 

3) Does classical music and its parameters and character influence the perception of the 
sensory characteristics of a Brut non-vintage champagne?  

 
A literature review of previous research around this subject will be conducted, and, using this 
review, a number of hypotheses will be derived to address the research questions. 
Background and Context: Explain what is currently known about the topic and address why 
this topic requires/offers opportunities for further research. (No more than 200 words) 
 
Scientific research confirms that music can affect people’s wine tasting experience and that 
people may associate specific musical pieces with certain wine styles.32 Associations between 
musical parameters with taste perception (e.g. higher pitch with acidity) have also been 
established.33 Although previous research supports the existence of crossmodal 
correspondences (associations) between music and still wine,34 few studies have been 
published regarding such correspondences for sparkling wine.35  
 
Champagne leads the global sparkling wine market in value with €4.9bn (€2.9bn exported) on 
307m bottles,36 making it an important global wine category. As Brut non-vintage accounts for 
80% of champagne sales37, a focus on this style has commercial relevance. 
 
Research shows affinity between classical music and fine wine38 and that people may associate 
particular pieces of classical music with certain fine French wine styles.39 Little previous work 
exists in the realm of sparkling wine and music associations. Therefore, a focus on Brut non-
vintage champagne and classical music has the potential to bring insight into the role music can 
play in consumer appreciation of champagne.  
  

 
32 Spence C., Wang Q. (2015a). Wine and music (I): on the crossmodal matching of wine and music. 
Flavour. 2015, 4:34. 
33 Mesz, B., Trevisan, M.A., Sigman, M. (2011). The taste of music. Perception. 2011, 40:209–19. 
34 Spence C., Wang Q. (2015b). Wine and music (II): can you taste the music? Modulating the 
experience of wine through music and sound. Flavour. 2015, 4:33. 
35 Carvalho F.R., Wang Q., van Ee.R., Persoone D., Spence C. (2017). “Smooth Operator”: Music 
modulates the perceived creaminess, sweetness, and bitterness of chocolate. Appetite. 2017, 
108:383–390. 
36 Woodard, R. (2019). Champagne markets, companies and production 2019 edition. just-drinks 
Market Research. Aroq Ltd. London, UK. 
37 Shaw, L. (7 Nov. 2018). In Focus: Brut Non-Vintage Champagne. The Drinks Business. 
https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/2018/11/in-focus-brut-non-vintage-champagne/ (accessed 29 
Aug. 2020). 
38 Areni C.S., Kim D. (1993). The influence of background music on shopping behavior: classical 
versus top-forty music in a wine store. Adv Consum Res. 1993, 20:336–340. 
39 Spence C. et al. (2013). Looking for crossmodal correspondences between classical music and fine 
wine. Flavour. 2013, 2:29:13–26. 
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Sources: Identify the nature of your source materials (official documents, books, articles, other 
studies, etc.) and give principal sources if appropriate. (No more than 150 words) 

 
The basis of this Research Proposal is rooted in academic literature to set the research context 
for music/sound-wine and food associations, including but not limited to: 

- Spence, C. and Wang, Q. (2015). Wine and music (I): on the crossmodal matching of wine and 
music. Flavour. 2015, 4:34. 

- Crisinel, A.S. and Spence, C. (2012). A fruity note: crossmodal associations between odors and  
musical notes. Chem. Senses. 2012, 37. 

- North, A.C. (2012). The Effect of Background Music on the Taste of Wine. Heriot-Watt University. 
 
Articles in journals and periodicals, e.g. Decanter, The Guardian, etc. will be used to set and 
support the research context. Articles include and are not limited to: 

- Smith, C. (2010). “Astringency and harmony in tannins.” Wines & Vines. 
[https://winesvinesanalytics.com/columns/section/92/article/78078] 

 
Academic literature on audio testing and research papers by academics who have studied the 
crossmodal effects of wine and other sensory modalities will be used to inform the study design. 
Resources include and are not limited to:  

- Bosi, B. and Goldberg, R.E. (2003). Introduction to Digital Audio Coding and Standards. London: 
Kluwer Academic Publishers Group. 

- Spence, C. et al. (2013). Looking for crossmodal correspondences between classical music and 
fine wine. Flavour. 2013, 2:29. 

- Stone, H. et al. (2013). Sensory Evaluation Practices, Fourth Edition. Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Food Science and Technology, Academic Press. 

 
Interviews with sensory scientists and research experts in this field, including and not limited to: 

- Wang, Q.J. Assistant Professor, Food Quality Perception & Society, Aarhus University, Denmark. 
- Williams, J. Chief, Sensory Intelligence & Consumer Insights, Dragonfly SCI, California, USA. 
- Miller, C. Proprietor, Full Glass Research, California, USA. 

 
Research Methodology: Please detail how you will identify and gather the material or 
information necessary to answer the research question(s) and discuss what techniques you will 
use to analyse this information. (No more than 500 words) 

 
Tasting experiments will test the effect of classical music selections, representing a suitable 
range of musical parameters and character, on the perception of sensory characteristics and the 
enjoyment of a Brut non-vintage champagne. 
 
The experiment targets wine consumers, including social drinkers and people with wine 
education, as previous studies show no statistically significant difference in music-wine 
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crossmodal matching between experts and non-experts.40 To collect data from the widest range 
of participants as possible, social drinkers without wine education and wine students and 
professionals, with or without music education, are sought. Venues will be suitable for wine 
tastings, including wine schools and industry tasting facilities. To eliminate bias, volunteers will 
not be pre-informed about the nature of the tasting. Tastings will occur over multiple sessions. A 
minimum of 50 participants is needed for meaningful data for this kind of sensory experiment.41  
 
The tasting will use one Brut non-vintage champagne from a widely commercially available 
producer that best represents the characteristics of the category, showing linearity and clarity 
with a degree of richness. The wine will be selected with input from a group of MWs, Diploma 
graduates, and champagne experts. 
 
Four distinct classical music selections covering a breadth of musical parameter and character 
combinations will be chosen from a list of pieces pre-selected by the candidate, based on 
previously established associations and hypotheses42 on crossmodal matching of musical styles 
to champagne's high acid, effervescent nature. To ensure as optimum coverage of the 
appropriate musical parameter combinations as possible, the final selection process will involve 
at least one classical music professional and/or professionally trained classical musician.  
 
The tasting will consist of one flight of five glasses. The one Brut non-vintage champagne 
selected for the experiment will be tasted five times in separate glasses, to mitigate unity 
assumption.43 Participants will not be told how many wines are tasted. There will be five sound 
conditions, one for each glass. One sound condition will be “no music” where participants will 
taste the wine without music. Participants will listen to music played from a high-quality 
speaker.44 Sound condition (four pieces and one “no music”) order will be randomized across 
sessions utilizing a Williams design Latin square structure, to mitigate confounding results by 
order of trial effects.45 
 
Musical selections will be played ~three minutes each46 per wine. Participants will assign a score 
from 1 to 9 for each wine for the following: 

 
40 Wang, Q.J., and Spence, C. (2017). Assessing the influence of music on wine perception amongst 
wine professionals. Food Science & Nutrition. 2017, 1–7. 
41 Corder, G.W. and Foreman, D.I. (2014). Nonparametric Statistics for Non-Statisticians: A Step-by-
Step Approach, Second Edition. Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons. 
42 Indicating studies including but not limited to Bronner et al. 2012, Spence et al. 2013, Wang and 
Spence 2015. 
43 Chen, Y.C. and Spence, C. (2017). Assessing the Role of the ‘Unity Assumption’ on Multisensory 
Integration: A Review. Front. Psychol. 2017, 8:445. 
44 Lovejoy, B. (14 Feb. 2018). More audiophile praise for the HomePod as professional tests confirm 
Apple’s claims. 9 to 5 Mac. https://9to5mac.com/2018/02/14/homepod-audiophile-tests/ (accessed 12 
Oct. 2019). 
45 Sheehe, P.R. and Bross, I.D.J. (1961). Latin Squares to Balance Immediate Residual and Other 
Effects. Biometrics. 1961, 17:405–414.  
46 Bosi B., Goldberg R.E. (2003). Introduction to Digital Audio Coding and Standards. London: Kluwer 
Academic Publishers. p.237–259. 
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● Perceived levels for sensory characteristics: Effervescence, fruitiness, acidity, richness, 
complexity, and overall character (arousal: calm-exciting, dominance: weak-powerful)   

● How well they believe the music and no music conditions match the wine 
(suitability/enjoyment) 

● Wine liking 
 
Immediately following the tasting, participants will listen to the four musical selections again, in a 
different order than during the tasting, randomized across sessions. They will rate each selection 
on a scale from 1 to 9 on liking, complexity, and overall character (arousal: calm-exciting, and 
dominance: weak-powerful), to provide a set of descriptors for each musical selection, per 
participant. This is to further inform any music-wine matches resulting from the experiment.  
 
Participants will then complete a questionnaire detailing demographic information, wine and 
music education levels, preferences on champagne, classical music, and favored music style. 
 
Data will be analyzed utilizing appropriate statistical tests (e.g. ANOVA, pairwise comparisons) 
to examine: 

• Whether there is a statistically significant difference in wine hedonic/liking ratings between 
the musical selections, and between no music/with music. 

• Whether there is a statistically significant consensus in matching ratings between the 
musical selections, and between no music/with music.  

• Whether there is a statistically significant difference in sensory perception between the 
musical selections, and between no music/with music. 

• Whether there is a statistically significant difference in wine character ratings between the 
musical selections, and across the sound conditions.  

 
Findings will be structured by the hypotheses resulting from the research questions and literature 
review.  
 
Potential to Contribute to the Body of Knowledge on Wine: Explain how this Research 
Paper will add to the current body of knowledge on this subject.  (No more than 150 words) 
Although crossmodal correspondences between music and wine have been widely studied with 
various applications by restaurant and wine industries47, very few studies involving sparkling 
wine have been conducted.  
 
Given champagne's effervescence and shared luxury association with classical music,48 the 
possibility of unique classical music correspondences presents an opportunity for champagne 
producers to explore how music may influence consumer sensory perception and enjoyment of 
their wines.  

 
47 Spence C. (2017). Gastrophysics - The New Science of Eating. LSE Events: Department of 
Psychological and Behavioral Sciences, 27 March 2017. London School of Economics. London, UK.  
48 Santala L. (2016). Champagne - branding and marketing of a luxury product. Helsinki Metropolia 
University of Applied Sciences. Helsinki, Finland. p.12–13. 
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It is hoped that the findings of this study will encourage champagne brands, restaurateurs, and 
retailers to consider the role of music in presenting champagne to consumers for optimum 
enjoyment and sales. The results may also provide preliminary direction regarding musical 
parameters for the enjoyment of sparkling wines in general.  
Proposed Time Schedule/Programme: This section should layout the time schedule for the 
research, analysis and write-up of the Research Paper and should indicate approximate dates 
with key deliverables. Dates of submission to both Advisors and the IMW must be those 
specified by the IMW. 
October - November 2019 

● Finalize literature review; make adjustments to research methodology 
● Create shortlist of wines and identify sourcing 
● Create shortlist of musical selections based on previous research 
● Selection of wine and music; obtain selected wine 
● Contact prospective participants and inform them of what will be involved 
● Pilot experiment to test experiment design 
● Confirm details and permissions with tasting venues  

 
December 2019 

● Week of 2nd December target start date: Begin experiments and data collection 
● Experimental sessions and data collection throughout the month 
● Begin data collation 

 
January 2020 

● 23 January (Thurs): All data to have been collected 
● Data collation and analysis 

 
February 2020 

● Write draft of analysis and preliminary conclusions 
● Send analysis and conclusions to Advisor for feedback 

 
March 2020 

● Revisions of analysis and conclusions 
 
April 2020 

● 10 April (Fri) target: Send first draft of paper to Advisor 
● 13 April (Mon): Confirm intent to submit final Research Paper in June 2020 

 
May 2020 

● 1 May (Fri) target: Send second draft of paper to Advisor 
● 13 May (Wed): Submit final Research Paper to Advisor  

 
June 2020 
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● 25 June (Thurs): Final submission to the Institute via Advisor 
 
September 2020 

• Submit revised RPP for approval 
• Submit revised paper draft to Advisor 

 
October 2020 

● 9 October (Fri): Confirm intent to resubmit Research Paper in December 2020 
 
November 2020 

● 6 November (Fri): Submit final Research Paper to Advisor  
 
December 2020 

● 14 December (Mon): Final submission to the Institute via Advisor 

 


